
‘GMOs Revealed’: Documentary series delivers familiar arguments from the fringe

The fringe element of the anti-GMO movement has launched a new attack on modern farming and
genetically engineered crops in a nine-part documentary series airing online.

The project, GMOs Revealed, is offering one episode a day through Sept. 1, with each installment
available for a 24-hour viewing period. Registration is required for viewing. It’s unclear what the plan is for
older episodes, though the first installment is now posted on YouTube.

The series was produced by filmmaker Jeff Hays, whose previous work includes Fahrenhype 9/11, billed
as a response to Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11, and On Native Soil, which documented efforts by the
families of 9/11 victims to seek further investigation of the attacks.

Based on the first episode, it appears that each installment will feature lengthy interviews with three or
four outspoken opponents of GMO foods and farming practices related to the production of those foods.
GMOs Revealed Episode 1 — at nearly two hours in length — featured Zachary Bush, an endocrinologist
who runs the M Clinic, an alternative health facility in Virginia;  Vani Hari, an activist who calls herself “
The Food Babe” (GLP profile here); and Gunnar Lovelace, founder of Thrivemarket.com, an online
organic food store.

If the tone set in this first episode is representative of the rest of the series, the series will cover familiar
territory for those with even a cursory knowledge of the GMO debate. Bush offered a history lesson on the
development of modern herbicides and what he sees as a host of problems resulting from the Green
Revolution that gave us a modern agriculture system generally credited with feeding a fast-growing
population. He blames that transition for a host of problems related to a “convenience-based, chemical-
based food chain.”

Hari’s segment offers her claims about a host of health issues related to what she calls an “over
processed world.”  To combat this, she urges viewers to educate their children to avoid the “poisons” used
by the mainstream food industry. “Nobody likes to be fooled — including children,” Hari said. “Explain to
them that the food industry is playing all these tricks on them.”

The third segment, featuring the Thrive Market boss, was in many ways an hour-long commercial for a
sponsor “that helped make GMOs Revealed possible.” Lovelace is introduced as a “visionary CEO,” who
is “intelligent, focused and inspirational.” Viewers of the series are urged to take advantage of a special
discount from Thrive Market.

http://www.gmosrevealed.com/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0427228/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0470878/
http://themclinic.com/
https://foodbabe.com/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/vani-hari/
https://thrivemarket.com/landing/thrivehome/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpcbrand&utm_campaign=thrivemarket&utm_content=22634991032&utm_term=thrivemarket com&device=c&ccode=FIRST3&ccode_force=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjwz_TMBRD0ARIsADfk7hSTHuGjFOSizw4ixZuKL13zI0Ugf37zJI5vwgZRip1wLWJX6v0tFw4aAnjUEALw_wcB&page=hp&ccode=BTS20&ccode_force=1


thanks

Image not found or type unknown The segment is particularly interesting, when you consider how this side of

the GMO debatereacted to the recent release of the documentary Food Evolution, narrated by Neil
deGrasse Tyson anddirected by Scott Hamilton Kennedy. Several of the people being featured in this new
GMOs Revealedseries were sharply critical of Food Evolution. They called it propaganda, in part because
it was funded bythe Institute of Food Technologists. They have not, as yet, offered the same critique of a
series theyundoubtedly feel is friendlier to their cause.

Future installments of the series will feature a wide range of voices from the fringes of the anti-GMO
movement. Among them:

Mike Adams (GLP profile here),  publisher of Natural News, a site that markets alternative health
remedies and dietary supplements while also serving as a portal for fake science news, conspiracy
theories and controversial health claims.
Zen Honeycutt, executive director of Moms Across America (GLP profile here), a vocal opponent of
the herbicide glyphosate, which it blames for an assortment of health problems in children. The
group funded a controversial study (later challenged by mainstream studies) that found traces of the
herbicide in women’s breast milk.
Jeffrey Smith (GLP profile here), founder of the Institute for Responsible Technology, which opposes
GMOs and pushes for labeling laws. Critics complain about Smith’s lack of scientific credentials.
Joseph Mercola (GLP profile here), founder of Mercola.com, an alternative health site that
expresses disdain for modern medicine, “responsible for killing and injuring millions of Americans
every year.” The site markets his books and alternative health treatments.

Conspicuously absent from the cast of characters are many of the more moderate voices that have
spoken against GMOs and some of the farming practices and nutritional impacts related to their
widespread adoption. Those include food journalist and author Michael Pollan (GLP profile here), and
Marion Nestle, a professor of nutrition at New York University who writes about food and politics.

https://geneticliteracyproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/thanks.jpg
https://www.foodevolutionmovie.com/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/mike-adams-profile-naturalnews-everyones-favorite-uber-quack-1-anti-science-website/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/moms-across-america-consumer-group-promotes-health-scares-targets-gmos-chemicals/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/jeffrey-m-smith/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/joe-mercola-alternative-health-merchant-promotes-quack-cures-funds-organic-and-anti-gmo-groups/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/michael-pollan-foodie-journalist-promotes-organics-scorns-mainstream-farming/


Tim Barker, managing editor for the Genetic Literacy Project, is a veteran reporter, most recently 
with the Orlando Sentinel and St. Louis Post Dispatch. BIO. Follow him on Twitter @tbarker13.
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